Reaching Ahead Mental Performance
Mind-Body ABCs
By becoming more aware of
your own tendencies, you can
The ABCs are:
become more intentional about
Activating Event (A). The thing that
noticing triggers or Activating
happened. Something in your
environment, or sometimes an action
Events (A's), “trying on”
that you already took that triggers a new
different Beliefs (B's) and
ABC.
noticing different
Belief (B). Your thoughts in words
and/or images. Imagine yourself in a
Consequences (C's) in terms
comic strip with a thought bubble over
of mood, body sensations, and
your head. Your Belief is the words or
images that would go in the bubble,
behaviors/performance. To the
during the split-second after the A.
left are ABC definitions and to
Consequences (C). The outcomes of
the right is an explanation of
your thoughts. Notice the specific
the ABCs. Below is a sample
emotion(s) you’re feeling (fear, anger,
happiness, etc.), what’s happening in
chart. On the next page is a
your body (butterflies, tensing up, letting
chart for tracking your own
go, etc.), and what you feel like doing
(hiding from the situation, arguing, giving
Mind-Body ABCs.
your best effort, etc.).

Activating Event
(What Happened):

Belief
(Words--Images):

Example: Hit the mark

“I hate sailing and that guy
should’ve let me in…Jerk.”

Hit the mark

“Let’s see how fast I can
be back in the game.”

Hit the mark

“I was wrong, messed up, I
didn’t have room”

Check out the examples below for
different reactions to a single Activating
Event, and remember that there is no one
right way to use this chart. You may find it
easier sometimes to fill it out in ABC
order: identifying the activating event, the
specific thoughts it triggers, and the
emotions, the experiences in your body,
and your subsequent behavior or
performance. Other times, you may find
that your behavior and/or the experience
in your body are the easiest things to
remember, and then you can work
backwards to fill in the blanks (sometimes
using your best guesses). Over time,
using this ABC log will help you build
awareness that is more and more
instantaneous. You may even notice
patterns in how you think, making it easier
to try on other thoughts (for example,
“Expecting the worst again! What’s a more
likely outcome?”).

Consequences
(Mood--Body-Behavior):

Angry---Tight muscles,
short-shallow breathing--Yell, focus on other guy,
and sail slow.
Optimism/frustration---some
tensing/letting go---smooth
circles/focus on sail
Sad/proud---low energy/
mixed---Focus on
past/future
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